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ORIGINAL PAPER
Fabrication of Nanopillars on Nanocrystalline Diamond
Membranes for the Incorporation of Color Centers
Alexander Schmidt, Josselin Bernardoff, Kilian Singer, Johann P. Reithmaier,
and Cyril Popov*
A fabrication process of dense arrays of one-dimensional diamond nano-
structures (diamond nanopillars) integrated on nanocrystalline diamond
(NCD) membranes is implemented with an etched-through marker hole in
the membrane in the center of the array. NCD films deposited on silicon
substrates are used as starting material. The main fabrication steps consist
of structuring the NCD film by electron beam lithography (EBL) applying
aluminum as a hard mask and subsequent inductively coupled O2 plasma
reactive ion etching (ICP RIE), followed by structuring of the silicon substrate
from the backside to open a NCD membrane. The developed fabrication
procedure for nanostructured membranes can be transferred to monocrystal-
line diamond and implemented for deterministic single ion implantation into
the nanopillars for generation of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) or silicon-vacancy
(SiV) centers. For this purpose, the etched marker hole can be applied for
alignment in the implantation process. Such diamond nanostructures with
integrated color centers could play an important role in the development of
novel quantum memory devices.
1. Introduction

In the last decade there has been an ever-increasing scientific
interest regarding different colors centers in diamonds crystal
lattice and their outstanding properties. Therefore, novel
applications for components in quantum information technolo-
gies (QIT) like quantum memories and processors, quantum
repeaters or single photon sources based on colors centers in
diamond can be envisioned.[1–3] Two promising luminescent
diamond lattice defects are the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) and the
silicon-vacancy (SiV) centers. The former is composed of a
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nitrogen atom substituting a carbon atom
adjacent to a vacancy in the diamond lattice,
whereas the latter consists of a silicon atom
between twovacant lattice sites.Suchdefects
maybeconsideredas “artificial atoms” in the
solid state, since they can be embedded and
processed into solids by means of modern
fabrication techniques and demonstrate
quantum mechanical properties of single
atoms.[4] In particular, the negatively
charged NV centers have been thoroughly
studied, showing distinctive electron spin
properties including an easy initialization,
manipulation (e.g. with microwaves) and
readout, and long spindecoherenceT2 times
up to the millisecond range at room
temperature.[5,6] However, the NV center
exhibits phonon-broadened emission spec-
tra and only a few percent of the photons are
emitted in the zero-phonon line (ZPL) at
637nm.[7] In contrast, theSiVcenter showsa
weak phonon side band, a sharp ZPL at
738nm and very short photoluminescence
lifetimes of 1–4ns.[8]

The collection efficiency of the emitted photons can be
enhanced to achieve maximum fluorescence output by incorpo-
ration of the color centers into optical cavities, e.g. in diamond
nanopillars,[9–12] photonic crystals,[13] microrings,[14] micro-
disks,[15] nanobeam photonic crystal cavities[16] etc. According
to calculations and measurements, color centers integrated in
diamond nanopillars with a diameter of ca. 200 nm have shown
the maximum fluorescence intensities.[10]

There are different approaches to create NV or SiV centers: i)
N or Si ion implantation into the diamond, which additionally
creates vacancies along the implantation tracks, followed by an
annealing step in order to promote the migration of the
vacancies to the substitutional implanted ions in the lattice.[17–19]

ii) in situ doping during the diamond growth by introducing
precursor gas mixtures into the reaction chamber, e.g. Si
containing gases like SiH4 for the creation of SiV centers[20] or
nitrogen gas for the formation of NV centers: either in a
controlled way for nanometer-precision depth control of the
generated NV centers (delta-doping)[21] or distributed within the
diamond film by a background pressure of nitrogen in the
chamber.[22] In the case of SiV centers, also solid precursor
sources are possible, e.g. a silicon substrate or a piece of silicon,
which are positioned close to the diamond sample and etched in
a hydrogen containing plasma to incorporate silicon atoms
019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 1. Workflow of the fabrication process of nanostructured
nanocrystalline diamond membranes: a) starting material; b) 1st
structuring step including electron beam lithography (EBL), Al mask
deposition and lift-off; c) inductively coupled O2 plasma reactive ion
etching (ICP RIE); d) 2nd successively aligned EBL; e) Al mask deposition
and lift-off; f) ICP RIE; g) 3rd successively aligned lithography from the
backside, followed by Al mask deposition, lift-off and ICP RIE; h)
anisotropic wet etching in KOH.
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during the deposition.[23] Beside conventional ion implantation,
also novel deterministic single ion implantation methods have
been recently realized. With such techniques implantation with
nanometer accuracy for the creation of single color centers (SiV
or NV) into individual nanostructures for the fabrication of
scalable novel quantum technology devices and components can
be envisioned.[24–27]

In this study we demonstrate the implementation of a
fabrication process for nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) mem-
branes with integrated arrays of nanopillars and completely
etched marker holes in the center of the arrays. Therefore, NCD
films deposited on silicon wafers have been used as starting
material. We have transferred and optimized our established
fabrication method for single diamond nanopillars[22] to highly
dense arrays of nanopillars. Proximity correction software of
electron beam lithography (EBL) and exposure dose variations
were included for realization of closely packed features.
Afterwards our “top-down” fabrication process was followed
by metal mask deposition, lift-off and inductively coupled
plasma reactive ion etching (ICP RIE) with oxygen. In addition,
marker holes were implemented into the fabrication process by
the same techniques, precisely aligned to the pillar arrays via
EBL. After lithographic structuring of the backside of the
sample, wet chemical etching in KOH was used to remove the
silicon substrate under the nanostructures and to suspend a
NCDmembrane. The fabrication procedure can be adjusted and
transferred to monocrystalline diamond membranes, which
have been already demonstrated by several groups using ion
implantation and lift-off processes.[28–30] In this way nanostruc-
tured monocrystalline diamond membranes with a thickness of
ca. 300 nm could be achieved. In addition, thin monocrystalline
diamond plates (20–50 μm) have become commercially available
and “top-down” approaches using reactive ion etching for
further thinning down have been demonstrated successfully
fabricating high quality nanostructured monocrystalline dia-
mond membranes.[31–33] By incorporating arrays of nanopillars
with a marker hole on monocrystalline diamond membranes,
such nanostructures could be used not only for deterministic
implantation of single ions in order to generate color centers
(single or ensembles of NV or SiV) for the creation of scalable
quantum devices (e.g. qubits, dense emitter arrays) but also for
photonic crystals. Diamond nanopillar array photonic crystal
cavities have been already demonstrated specifically enhancing
the emission from near-surface NV centers[34] as well as bottom-
up engineered photonic crystal slabs enhancing the emission
extraction (up to 14-fold) of SiV centers.[35]
2. Results and Discussions

Arrays of pillars with nominal diameters of 200 nm and center-
to-center distances of 400 nm with completely etched marker
holes in the center of the array were fabricated on a NCD
membrane following the workflow shown in Figure 1. The
starting material was closed NCD films with a thickness of ca.
3 μm exhibiting well-facetted topography with crystallite sizes in
the sub-micron range, as revealed by the SEM micrographs
(Figure 2). The structured nanopillars include parts of several
crystals as shown by scanning transmission electron microscopy
1900233 (Phys. Status Solidi A 2019, 216, 1900233
in a former paper.[23] Images of the membrane windows and
nanopillar arrays with a marker hole prepared in the current
work from the NCD films can be seen in Figure 3. The shape of
the pillars was well defined and quite homogeneous
throughout the entire array as can be seen in Figure 3.
Proximity correction software and exposure dose variations in
the EBL step were used to achieve the best fidelity of the
pattern design. The best results were obtained with a base
exposure dose of 21 μC cm�2 and its distribution as shown in
Figure 3d.

The average top diameter (198� 3) nm of the pillars was very
close to the defined nominal value. However, a slightly tapering
character of the top parts of the pillars can be seen in Figure 3, as
well as some irregularities in the circular shapes of the pillars
(Figure 3b). Several effects could play a role affecting the final
shape of the pillars: i) since NCD is not conductive, charging
effects can occur during EBL deflecting the electron beam and
deforming the defined circles; ii) surface roughness; especially
as-grown unplanarized NCD samples with high surface
roughness had significant deformations of the circular shape;
iii) mask erosion during the dry etching in the ICP RIE step.

The pillars at the edge of an array were slightly stronger etched
than the pillars surrounding the center, which can be seen by
comparing their sidewalls in Figure 3. Those at the edge were
more tapered, however this effect is far less pronounced
compared to a previous study,[22] where we investigated single
nanopillars separated by five micrometers and the top diameters
were significantly smaller than the bottom ones showing
2 of 6) © 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of the starting diamond films under a tilting angle of 45� (a) and 90� (b).
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pronounced tapering. This could be explained by the higher
package density of the pillars in the current study: Their
overall exposure to the plasma in the ICP RIE step is
limited which reduces overetching and mask erosion.
Additionally, this can explain the slight differences of the
sidewall angles between pillars at the edge and the center of
the array.

The pillars situated directly at the rim of the marker hole were
damaged because of the inherent proximity of both structures,
however, the loss of pillars was only minimal. The top diameter
of the hole was about 1.9 μm, close to the defined 2 μm.However,
its bottom diameter was only about 1.3 μm, indicating a tapering
of the sidewall, which is clearly visible in Figure 3b. It can be
assumed that this tapering stems from the relatively deep RIE of
the complete diamond film.
Figure 3. a) Photo of a fully structured sample with four NCDmembranes (1.
images of a NCD nanopillar array integrated on amembrane. Note that the ho
diagram of proximity corrections to the pattern design (For colors please s

1900233 (Phys. Status Solidi A 2019, 216, 1900233
It has to be noted that various sequences of the individual
technological steps of the fabrication process were tested. It was
not possible to open the NCDmembranes first and subject them
afterwards to EBL even though they could be subjected to spin-
coating without vacuum fixation directly below the membrane.
The electron sensitive resist showed no response exclusively at
the membrane windows. One reason could be the missing
silicon substrate reducing in such a way the conductivity or heat
transfer for the baking of the resist.

The last fabrication step (Figure 1h) had to be performed with
the nanostructured pillars facing down and the blank silicon
windows facing up, otherwise vigorous bubbling from the
reaction of the silicon with KOH would destroy the membrane.

In general, the stability of the membrane can be adjusted by
its size and thickness. We found a good compromise between
5 μm thick). SEM (b) top view and (c) side view under a tilting angle of 70�

le in the center is completely etched through the membrane. d) Schematic
ee online version).
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Figure 4. Fluorescence maps of different focal planes along the z-axis of an array. The scan starts on the top left image, focused in the diamond
membrane and ends on the bottom right image, focused in the nanopillars. The arbitrary focus depth is depicted on each image (For colors please see
online version).

Figure 5. Room temperature PL spectra taken from a diamond nanopillar
array (black) and from the “bulk” membrane (red).
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stability and easy operability, especially for the alignment of the
windows to the nanostructures, for sizes of the membrane
windows around 5� 5mm. Membranes larger than 10� 10mm
already showed significant instability and easy fracture even
during simple cleaning steps. The described fabrication method
can be easily transferred to monocrystalline diamond and
adjusted for various applications and structures, e.g. photonic
crystals for quantum information technologies.

Fluorescence mapping was used to investigate the optical
properties of the fabricated NCD nanopillar arrays and the
substrate membrane with a confocal microscope. Typical
fluorescence maps are shown in Figure 4, which demonstrate
the fluorescence intensities of the pillars depending on the focal
plane along the z-axis of the structures.

Bright spots can be distinguished for individual pillars with
intensities ranging from 3 to 6 Mcps, demonstrating similar
fluorescence intensities compared to pillars from an earlier
study,[22] fabricated in a similar manner, using the same
deposition system, parameters, and structuring conditions.
The fluorescence intensities at the edge of an array were slightly
higher compared to pillars at the center due to the already
mentioned slightly different shape (more tapered) of the pillars
at the rim of an array. When the focal plane of the confocal
microscope was set below the pillars, the background fluores-
cence of the membrane had a lower intensity in the range of 2.5
1900233 (Phys. Status Solidi A 2019, 216, 1900233
Mcps. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra taken from the
structures at room temperature showed broad peaks in the
wavelength range of 735–743 nm which can be attributed to the
zero-phonon line of SiV centers (Figure 5). The large spread of
the peaks may be explained by ensembles of SiV centers and
variable stress in individual diamond grains.[36] They stem from
4 of 6) © 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Si atoms etched from the substrate and incorporated in the
growing NCD films. The intensity of the PL signal taken from
the nanopillar arrays was higher compared to the signal from the
“bulk” membrane which could be attributed to an enhanced
photon collection.
3. Conclusion

We have implemented a fabrication process of highly dense
arrays of nanopillars on a NCDmembrane bymeans of EBL, RIE
with oxygen plasma and anisotropic wet etching in KOH.
Additionally, a completely etchedmarker hole in the center of the
pillar array was structured, which can function as an alignment
marker for a deterministic single ion implantation into the
pillars for the generation of color centers (single or ensembles).
Fluorescence maps indicated the enhanced photon collection
efficiency and therefore higher fluorescence intensities out of
the nanopillars compared to the unstructured membrane
material. The PL spectra revealed the presence of SiV centers
incorporated in the NCD films during their growth. Upon
integration of ensembles or single NV or SiV centers, such
nanostructures fabricated in monocrystalline diamond can play
an important role for the development of novel and scalable
quantum components and devices.
4. Experimental Section
Diamond Film Deposition: NCD films were grown in a self-built hot

filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) system using a gas mixture
of 1% CH4 in H2 with a total gas flow of 505 sccm. The setup features
seven tungsten filaments providing quite homogeneous deposition on
three-inch wafers. Detailed information about the setup can be found in
Ref. [37]. The other main growth parameters were as following: substrate
temperature ca. 890 �C, filament temperature ca. 2000 �C, and working
pressure 25mbar. (100) silicon wafers were utilized as substrates, which
were sonicated in a suspension of diamond powders of different sizes in
n-pentane to create a nucleation density of about 1� 1010 cm�2.[38]

Typical NCD films with a thickness of ca. 600 nm (after 3 h deposition)
were closed and showed well-facetted topography with crystallite sizes in
the range of a few hundreds of nm at most. They were thoroughly
characterized in an earlier work by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
X-ray diffraction, X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy, and Raman
spectroscopy.[37] The initial thickness of the films investigated in the
current study was ca. 3 μm (after 9 h deposition), showing crystallite sizes
up to 1 μm. The final membrane thickness was around 1.5 μm after
planarization and pillar structuring.

Planarization of the Diamond Films: The relatively high surface
roughness of the diamond film was reduced by a planarization process.
The planarization process reported in ref. [39] had to be expanded to
achieve the typical root mean square roughness values of ca. 6 nm,
because of the much higher initial surface roughness of the thicker NCD
films. The process started with the spin-coating of a spin-on-glass (SOG)
(20wt% perhydropolysilazane (PHPS) in n-dibutylether, NN120-20,
durXtreme). Subsequent heating at 180 �C for 1 h on a hot plate led to
the formation of an amorphous silica-like layer with a very smooth
surface, which was transferred to the diamond surface by ICP RIE (Oxford
Plasmalab 1000). The main process parameters were as follows: no ICP
power, RF power of 250W, O2 flow of 23 sccm, SF6 flow of 2 sccm, working
pressure of 5 mTorr and substrate temperature of 30 �C. The etch
duration was increased from 8min to 12min and the complete process
was repeated for another 12min of dry etching. During the etching the
substrate temperature was kept constant with the help of a controlled
1900233 (Phys. Status Solidi A 2019, 216, 1900233
table and He-backing. This planarization led to the removal of ca. 700 nm
of the initial diamond film thickness resulting in a typical root mean
square roughness of about 6 nm.

Structuring of NCD Nanopillars Integrated on a Membrane: After
planarization the ca. 2.3 μm thick diamond films were structured by EBL
and RIE. The full structuring process consisted of two successively aligned
electron beam lithographies (Raith eline) and one conventional
lithography aligned from the backside of the samples (see Figure 1).
Before patterning, the back side of the samples was coated with a 600 nm
thick NCD film deposited under the conditions mentioned above for later
backside structuring (Figure 1a).

The first EBL started with the spin-coating of a negative e-beam resist
(AR-N 7520.18, Allresist) on top of the planarized diamond film. Round
features (for the hole markers) with diameters of 2 μm were written by
EBL. After the resist development, a hard mask of 200 nm aluminum was
deposited by electron beam evaporation (Pfeiffer PLS 500), followed by a
lift-off process immersing the samples in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
at 80 �C (Figure 1b). The round features were transferred into the
diamond film by ICP RIE (Oxford Plasmalab 1000) using the following
recipe: ICP power 1000W, RF power 200W, O2 flow 10 sccm, working
pressure 5mTorr, substrate temperature 30 �C, and an etch duration of
25min to etch the holemarkers completely through the diamond film with
typical etch rates of ca. 100 nmmin�1 (Figure 1c). The remaining
aluminum mask was removed by an aluminum etchant consisting of
phosphoric acid, nitric acid, acetic acid and water (H3PO4:HNO3:
CH3COOH:H2O¼ 80%:5%:5%:10%), followed by cleaning in acetone
and isopropanol.

The second EBL was aligned around the previously structured holes,
using a positive resist (AR-P 617.06, Allresist), defining arrays of round
features with a diameter of 200 nm and a center-to-center distance of
400 nm (Figure 1d). The pattern design was written with a base exposure
dose of 21 μC cm�2 and proximity correction software (Figure 3d, Raith
eline software) was used to calculate individual exposure dose factors for
each pillar feature depending on its position in the array to compensate
the typical underexposure at the edge of the array, resulting in unevenly
shaped nanopillars and varying diameters. Following the same procedure
as in the first EBL, 200 nm aluminum was applied as a hard mask
(Figure 1e), followed by an ICP RIE step with the above mentioned
conditions. An etch duration of 8min led to the formation of nanopillars
with a height of ca. 800 nm (Figure 1f) and final diamond film thickness of
ca. 1.5 μm.

After the complete structuring of the nanopillars, large windows (ca.
5� 6mm) were opened into the NCD film on the backside of the sample
by lithography and dry etching (Figure 1g). Therefore, the backside was
masked off with adhesive tape aligned to the structured spots of the top
side, followed by deposition of 200 nm aluminum as a hard mask, which
was structured by a mechanical lift-off. After removal of the adhesive tape
and the aluminum film on top of it, the window in the aluminum mask
was transferred into the NCD by ICP RIE as described before.
Subsequently, anisotropic wet etching in 44 % KOH at 85 �C was
used to remove the silicon in the exposed windows from the backside
of the samples, suspending the structured NCD film into air (Figure 1
and 2a).

Characterization of the Nanopillar Arrays: The morphology, the quality
and the size of the structured nanopillars and holes were investigated by
SEM (Hitachi S-4000). The optical characterizations were performed with
a home-built confocal microscope. An oil immersion objective (Leica HCX
PL APO 100x, NA¼ 0.7–1.4) was applied which was set to NA¼ 1.4. The
observations were made using a standard #1.5 (�0.17mm thick) glass
coverslip. The pinhole for the confocal detection was a multimode fiber
with a core diameter of 50 μm (NA¼ 0.22). A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser (CNI Laser MGL III-532) was implemented as an excitation light
source at 532 nm with 250 μW of optical power shone into the objective.
The excitation beam size was set in a way that the 1/e2-radius equaled the
pupil size. A single photon avalanche detector with high quantum
efficiency and low dark count (LaserComponents Count-50 SPAD) was
applied for the photon detection. Room temperature photoluminescence
spectra were measured using a spectrograph Andor Chymera 193i with a
5 of 6) © 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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300 line mm�1 grating coupled to an Andor iDus DU416A CCD detector.
The spectra were measured with a long pass filter with a cutoff around
605 nm.
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